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Abstract. In order to resolve non-revocability of biometrics, changeable
biometrics has been recently introduced. Changeable biometrics trans-
forms an original biometric template into a changeable template in a
non-invertible manner. The transformed changeable template does not
reveal the original biometric template, so that secure concealment of bio-
metric data is possible using a changeable transformation. Changeable
biometrics has been applied to face recognition, and there are several
changeable face recognition methods. However, previous changeable face
transformations cannot provide face images that can be recognized by
humans. Hence, ‘human inspection’, a particular property of face biomet-
rics, cannot be provided by previous changeable face biometric methods.

In this paper, we propose a face image synthesis method which allows
human inspection of changeable face templates. The proposed face syn-
thesis method is based on subspace modeling of face space, and the face
space is obtained by projection method such as principle component anal-
ysis (PCA) or independent component analysis (ICA). The face space
is modeled by fuzzy C-means clustering and partition-based PCA. Using
the proposed method, human-recognizable faces can be synthesized while
providing inter-class discrimination and intra-class similarity.

Keywords: changeable face biometrics, non-invertibility, human inspec-
tion, face image synthesis, partition-based PCA.

1 Introduction

The human face is a key biometric characteristic for human recognition of per-
sonal identity. Current face recognition algorithms can handle large amounts of
face biometric data very quickly. However, face recognition algorithms are not
perfect. In many cases, face recognition algorithms are not as good as human
inspection. Hence, the human ability of face recognition is still an important
factor in recognition of a human face. Additionally, there are some examples
where the human ability to recognize faces is an important issue, such as human
inspection of the pictures of faces in a driver’s license or a passport. In an ideal
face recognition system, images of users are stored in a trusted database, and in
that case, human inspection is possible using the face images of the database.
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However, storing user’s face images can cause privacy violations. In order to
resolve this problem, changeable biometrics has been introduced [1].

Ratha et al. [1] proposed a changeable face synthesis method based on morph-
ing. Synthesizing face images by morphing allows human inspection. However,
the original face image can be reconstructed when an attacker learns the mor-
phing function. Besides the method of Ratha et al., there are several methods
for generating changeable face biometrics [2][3][4]. A common point of these
methods is that they cannot provide for human inspection.

Boult [2] proposed a transformation method for face recognition, in which a
face feature is transformed via scaling and translation. Using robust distance
measure, the transformed feature can provide improved performance, and the
original biometric data cannot be inverted from their encrypted data, which is
cryptographically secure. However, as mentioned, this transform does not allow
human inspection.

Savvides et al. [3] proposed changeable biometrics for face recognition that
uses minimum average correlation energy (MACE) filters and random kernels.
However, the original face image can be recovered via deconvolution if the ran-
dom kernel is known. Moreover, because the face is convolved with a random
kernel, their method cannot provide for human inspection.

Teoh et al. [4] proposed a new authentication approach called BioHashing
which combines user-specific tokenized random vectors with biometric feature
vectors to generate a biometric code. The inner product between biometric fea-
ture vectors and a set of orthonormal random vectors are calculated and a bio-
metric code is generated by using a predefined threshold. By thresholding, the
original biometric can not be recovered from the biometric code. Again, however,
their method does not provide for human inspection.

In this paper, we propose a subspace based changeable face synthesis method
which allows human recognition of the generated faces. The organization of the
paper is as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the method for generating change-
able coefficient vectors from face images and our motivation for recognizable
face synthesis. In Section 3, the subspace modeling and range fitting methods
for face synthesis follow. Finally, results of our face synthesis and future work
are discussed in Section 4 and Section 5, respectively.

2 Changeable Coefficient Vector Generation

A changeable face template can be generated by combining PCA and ICA co-
efficient vectors [5]. Two different face feature coefficient vectors, P and I are
extracted from an input face image using PCA and ICA, and the two coefficient
vectors are normalized as follows.

p = P/ |P| = [p1,p2,p3, ...,pN ],
i = I/ |I| = [i1, i2, i3, ..., iN ]. (1)

Then, the two normalized feature coefficient vectors, p and i are scrambled
using two permutation matrices.
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ps = SPCA
ID (p), is = SICA

ID (i). (2)

The permutation matrices, SPCA
ID and SICA

ID are generated by a random num-
ber generator whose seed is the user’s personal ID. Finally, a changeable face
coefficient vector c is generated by addition of the scrambled coefficient vectors,

c = ps + is. (3)

Even if an attacker knows the changeable face coefficient vector c and the
scrambling rule, the original PCA or ICA coefficient vector can not be recovered
because the changeable coefficient vector is generated by addition. Moreover,
due to scrambling and addition, the changeable coefficient vector is not the
same as either the PCA or the ICA coefficient vector, so that the changeable
coefficient vector cannot represent a human-like image when the changeable
coefficient vector is reprojected onto either the PCA or ICA basis. Fig. 1 shows
some reprojected images using the PCA and ICA coefficient vectors and using
the changeable coefficient vector. Fig. 1 (b) and (c) show reconstruction images
using the original subspace coefficient vectors and corresponding subspace basis.
Reconstructed images are rather degraded because we do not use the full number
of basis vectors. The changeable coefficient vector can be directly reprojected
using the PCA or ICA basis. Since the changeable coefficient vector differs from
either the PCA or ICA coefficient vector, the reprojected images in Fig. 1 (d) and
(e) cannot be recognized as human. Hence humans cannot inspect the resulting
changeable face templates as to whether it is similar or not to a corresponding
template in the database.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 1. Face generation using changeable coefficient vector (a): input face image, (b):
reconstruction using the PCA coefficient vector, (c): reconstruction using the ICA coef-
ficient vector, (d): reprojected image using changeable coefficient vector with the PCA
basis, (e): reprojected image using changeable coefficient vector with the ICA basis

From the above discussion, it is clear that the changeable face template cannot
yield a human face image. In fact, because the original face image cannot be
stored in changeable biometrics, there is no specific face image that is associated
with the changeable template. However, for human inspection, a new face image
ought to be synthesized, and that synthesized face image should be generated
from a changeable face template. In this paper, we propose a face synthesis
method which can generate a new face image using a changeable coefficient
vector from a modeled face subspace. In the following sections, the proposed
face synthesis method is described more specifically.
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3 Subspace Based Face Synthesis

The proposed face image synthesis method is founded on face space modeling on
a subspace such as the PCA or ICA coefficient vector space. As a subspace distri-
bution modeling method, partition-based PCA follows fuzzy C-means clustering
[6]. As shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (b), grouping is carried out by the clustering
method, then PCA is applied to each cluster. Hereafter, this type of approach
will be called ‘partition-based PCA’. However, due to differences of the modeled

Fig. 2. Conceptual picture of face subspace modeling and range fitting for changeable
coefficient vector (a): subspace is partitioned using clustering, (b): PCA is applied to
each cluster, (c): range of changeable coefficient vector is fitted into range of coefficient
vector of partition-based PCA

distributions between the face coefficient vector and the changeable coefficient
vector, the changeable coefficient vector should be fitted within the modeled
distribution of the face coefficient vector when synthesizing a face image. Before
range fitting, the changeable coefficient vector is located outside of the modeled
distribution of the face coefficient vector, e.g., the triangle points in Fig. 2 (c).
After the range fitting process, the range fitted changeable coefficient vectors are
located inside of the modeled distribution of the face coefficient vector, e.g., the
square points in Fig. 2 (c). Because the face subspace coefficient vector, which
exists inside of the modeled distribution of face coefficient vector, does represent
a real face image, the range fitted changeable coefficient vector can also represent
a face image that allows human inspection. Detail of the distribution modeling
of face coefficient vector and the range fitting of the changeable coefficient vector
into the distribution of the face coefficient vector will be covered in below.

3.1 Face Distribution Modeling on the Subspace

We use fuzzy C-means (FCM) method for subspace modeling, which is a soft
clustering method. In order to update cluster prototypes, the overall information
of data points are utilized with a weight which specifies the responsibility to
cluster prototypes [6]. After partitions are obtained from clustering, PCA is
applied to each cluster. Local PCA [7] is a method similar to partition-based
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PCA. which iteratively updates partitions and PCA basis of the partitions using
the reconstruction error. However, in our experiments, in order to utilize the
local structure of initial clusters (FCM result), we use partition-based PCA as a
non iterative version of local PCA.

3.2 Local Surface Determination and Face Synthesis

After FCM clustering, PCA is applied to each cluster in the subspace. Because
PCA captures maximum variation of the distribution, the local surface of each
subspace can be determined from the partition-based PCA components. For the
k th cluster of the subspace, pi

cluster k is the ith element of partition-based PCA
coefficient vector pcluster k. For face synthesis, pi

cluster k should be restricted
with an upper and a lower limit, which can be selected using the mean mi

cluster k

and standard deviation σi
cluster k of pi

cluster k.

mini
Cluster k ≤ pi

Cluster k ≤ maxi
Cluster k,

where

(
mini

Cluster k = mi
Cluster k − ασi

Cluster k

maxi
Cluster k = mi

Cluster k + ασi
Cluster k.

(4)

As a result, the local surface of the kth cluster can be determined by mini
cluster k

and maxi
cluster k of pi

cluster k with scale factor α which controls the width of the
modeled local surface. For face synthesis, partition-based PCA coefficient vector
pcluster k should be selected within the local surface of the kth cluster. The se-
lected pcluster k is associated with one synthesized face in the corresponding sub-
space, and face images can be generated as follows. The synthesized face coefficient
vector λsyn is the result of reprojecting pcluster k into the corresponding partition-
based PCA basis Φcluster k.

λsyn = Φcluster kpcluster k. (5)

After the synthesized face coefficient vector λsyn is obtained, the synthesized face
image xsyn can be generated by reprojection with the corresponding subspace
basis Ψ.

xsyn = Ψλsyn. (6)

Hence, a face image can be synthesized using pcluster k. However, a changeable
face image is synthesized from a changeable coefficient vector c. Therefore, the
changeable coefficient vector c should be converted accordingly. The conversion
of c is done by range fitting; the range fitted changeable coefficient vector is
ycluster k. To do this, the range of the changeable coefficient vector should be
determined. After range determination, the changeable coefficient vector is fitted
within the distribution of partition-based PCA coefficient vector pcluster k. Then
ycluster k is able to represent a face image that is recognizable by a human using
reprojection as follows:

xsyn = ΨΦcluster kycluster k. (7)
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3.3 Determining the Range of the Changeable Coefficient Vector

Because a changeable coefficient vector is a mixed feature of two different sub-
space coefficient vectors (PCA and ICA), the distribution of the changeable
coefficient vector is unrelated to the original two subspace coefficient vectors.
However, if we assume that the original two coefficient vectors are statistically
independent, then because the changeable coefficient vector c is no more than
the addition of PCA and ICA coefficient vectors, the range of c can be deter-
mined from the ranges of the PCA and ICA coefficient vectors. The range of
pi, the ith element of PCA coefficient vector p, can be obtained from the train-
ing data, which exists between a lower limit mini

pca and upper limit maxi
pca. In

a similar way, the range of ii, the ith element of ICA coefficient vector i, can
be obtained. Because the scrambling rule, i.e., SPCA

ID and SICA
ID , are stored for

changeable coefficient vector generation, they can also be used for range deter-
mination of the changeable coefficient vector. Hence, scrambling can be ignored
for notational simplification. Then, ci becomes an addition of pi and ii. Using
the independence assumption between pi and ii, the range of ci, ith element of
changeable coefficient vector c, can be inferred by examining the range of pi and
ii as follows:

mini
c ≤ ci ≤ maxi

c,

where

(
mini

c = mini
pca + mini

ica

maxi
c = maxi

pca + maxi
ica .

(8)

3.4 Range Fitting of Changeable Coefficient Vector into
partition-based PCA Coefficient Vector

The range of the changeable coefficient vector is then fitted into the range of
the partition-based PCA coefficient vector. Using the ranges as determined in
previous subsection, the changeable coefficient vector c is converted to be in the
range of partition-based PCA coefficient vector pcluster k. Because there is no
restrictions on selection of cluster partition k, k can be selected freely for each
person, and the converted coefficient vector is represented by ycluster k.

yi
Cluster k = ( ci−mini

c

maxi
c −mini

c
) × (maxi

Cluster k −mini
Cluster k)

+ mini
Cluster k .

(9)

As a result, the synthesized face image xsyn can be reprojected from ycluster k

using the corresponding basis of partition-based PCA and the basis of the sub-
space.

xsyn = ΨΦcluster kycluster k. (10)

4 Experiment and Result

In our experiment, 492 frontal facial images from the AR database [8] are used.
Images with occlusion and illumination changes are excluded, for a total of 6
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different images per subject. The dimension of PCA and ICA spaces is set to
100. For face space modeling, FCM is applied to the face coefficient vector space.
In our experiments, two distinct clusters are formed for each coefficient vector
space. When generating a changeable coefficient vector, different scrambling rules
are applied to each person. Performance can be evaluated in two aspects. One
is the EER using the generated changeable coefficient vector c, and the other
is the EER using the range fitted coefficient vector ycluster k. The EER of the
changeable coefficient vector c can be used to evaluate the performance of the
changeable face recognition system, and the EER of the range fitted coefficient
vector ycluster k can be used for quantitative evaluation of human inspectibility.
As Table 1 shows, due to different scrambling of changeable coefficient vectors for
each person, the EER of the changeable coefficient vector is very low. The EER
of ycluster k fitted to ICA clusters is similar to the EER using ICA coefficient
vectors, and the EER of ycluster k fitted to PCA clusters is similar to the EER
using PCA coefficient vectors. This result is due to the range fitting process.
During range fitting, whatever the value of the changeable coefficient vector c,
the range fitted coefficient vector ycluster k is located within the local surface of
the modeled subspace cluster. Hence, EER of the range fitted coefficient vector
is similar to the EER of the corresponding subspace coefficient vector. This
implies that inter-class discrimination and intra-class similarity of the original
input faces is preserved in the synthesized changeable faces.

Table 1. Performance of changeable coefficient vector and partition-based PCA coef-
ficient vectors of modeled clusters

PCA
coefficient

vector

ICA
coefficient

vector

Changeable
coefficient

vector

Range fitted
coefficient

vector
- ICA cluster

Range fitted
coefficient

vector
- PCA cluster

15.03% 12.6% 0.02% 13.83% 14.88%

Fig. 3 shows the result of changeable face image synthesis. Because two clus-
ters are formed for each subspace, two types of face images can be synthesized
from each subspace. Fig. 3 (d) and (e) show synthesized face images from ICA
clusters, and Fig. 3 (h) and (i) show synthesized images from PCA clusters. In
both subspaces, using changeable coefficient vectors, synthesized images from
different clusters show distinct characteristics, such as gender. Using the pro-
posed face synthesis method, we can represent any person as a different person
of either gender. From Fig. 3, we can discern the distinctiveness of the syn-
thesized face image for each person. Hence, the above result shows inter-class
discrimination of the proposed face synthesis method. However, synthesized faces
from the same person’s images should show similarity between synthesized faces.
This intra-class similarity can be shown in Fig. 4. Input faces of Fig. 4 (a) con-
tain expressional variation. Fig. 4 (b) is a result of synthesized images from ICA
cluster 1, and Fig 4 (c) is a result of synthesized images from ICA cluster 2. For
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i)

Fig. 3. Synthesized changeable faces (a):input image, (b):reconstructed image by
ICA basis, (c):direct reprojection of changeable coefficient vector using ICA basis,
(d):synthesized image from cluster 1 of ICA, (e):synthesized image from cluster 2 of
ICA, (f):reconstructed image by PCA basis, (g): direct reprojection of changeable
coefficient vector using PCA basis , (h):synthesized image from cluster 1 of PCA,
(i):synthesized image from cluster 2 of PCA

Fig. 4 (b) and (c), because images of the same row are synthesized from the same
person’s input images, images within a row are similar each other. However, im-
ages of different rows are synthesized from images of different person, and any
two images between two different rows are not similar. From Fig. 3 and Fig. 4,
it can be shown that synthesized face images can be used to substitute the orig-
inal face image. In other words, with respect to inspectability, the proposed face
synthesis method shows intra-class similarity while providing inter-class discrim-
ination. The similarity between the EER using the original subspace coefficient
vector and the EER using the changeable coefficient vector of Table 1 supports
the above results.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. Synthesized changeable faces of two ICA clusters (a): input faces, (b): synthe-
sized faces from ICA cluster 1, (c): synthesized faces from ICA cluster 2
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5 Conclusion and Future Works

The proposed face synthesis method for changeable face biometrics can generate
face images which allow human recognition. The quality of the synthesized face
image depends on the accuracy of the subspace modeling method and the com-
pactness of the subspace. From the point of view of human inspectability, face
image synthesis using ICA cluster modeling is better than PCA cluster model-
ing. The quality of the synthesized face image also can be improved by using a
more accurate subspace modeling method. In this work, face subspace modeling
is accomplished by a simple clustering method (FCM) and partition based PCA.
However, the face subspace can be modeled by more accurate clustering methods
such as Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) or Gustafson-Kessel clustering, etc.
In future works, such subspace modeling methods may be tested for changeable
face synthesis.
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